
AIM: To help students learn to make connections between different data sets and to integrate and interpret these data 
to draw conclusions.
AUDIENCE: This is a required course for Junior-level undergraduates in the CSU Chico Geology major program

PRE-REQUISITE COURSES: At least a C- in GEOS 306: Mineralogy and Lithology

MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE: Feedback from previous students indicated that they had trouble seeing how the 
lithologic descriptions and field work that they had previously experienced in other courses were connected to the 
geochemical analysis, thin sections and petrographic descriptions that are the focus of the majority of this course. 

Incorporating problem-based learning into a petrology course through a research 
project in the local northern Sierra Nevada
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CLASS RESEARCH PROJECT
BACKGROUND
• Following a lecture on the geologic history of the region, students 

completed a short literature review on the geology of the northern 
Sierra Nevada, which would eventually form the introduction to their 
individual final papers.

• The students received a handout summarizing the project and 
outlining the structure of their final papers:

• Abstract
• Introduction, Geology and Background
• Methods
• Results
• Discussion
• Conclusions

SAMPLING
• Students took part in a day-long class field trip to take samples along a 

transect through the Bucks Lake and Grizzly plutons (Fig. 2).
• Seventeen samples were collected.
• Back in the classroom, students laid out the samples, examined and 

discussed each one, and selected one sample each to process and 
analyze. Care was taken to ensure that samples were well distributed 
along the transect, and that samples showed little to no weathering. 

• After the field trip, students wrote a summary of their field trip notes 
and stop descriptions, which would contributed to the ‘Geology’ 
section of their final papers. 

SAMPLE PROCESSING
• Students were trained in our in-house thin section lab to produce a 

thin section of their chosen sample.
• Each student was responsible for producing a lithologic and a 

petrographic description of their chosen sample. These descriptions 
and all data were then collated as a class, so all students had access to 
and descriptions of 10 hand samples with accompanying thin sections.

• Access to geochemical instrumentation was unfortunately not 
available, so students used and analyzed geochemical data from the 
literature for the Bucks Lake pluton.

FINAL REPORT
• Using the collated class data, each individual student put together 

their own final report. Over the course of the semester, they handed 
in an introduction/literature review, a methods write-up and a 
presentation/description of their results. They received feedback on 
each of these, which they could then use in putting together their 
final project write-up.

FINAL PRESENTATION
• The class also worked together to compile a class poster, with each 

student contributing a specific component. Every student took a turn 
at presenting the poster during our CSU, Chico College of Natural 
Sciences annual poster symposium. 

• The students won the Judges’ Choice Award for the Student Class 
Project category.

REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE CHANGES
• Grading of their final papers indicates that the project achieved the 

objective of modeling for students how to integrate different data for a 
common purpose. In future semesters, quantitative assessment will be 
carried out to determine how well this objective is being achieved.

• Next semester the students will carry out a similar project, but will focus 
on the petrology of the Bucks Lake pluton. Specific questions to investigate 
will be defined up-front. For example: 

• ‘Does the density of mafic enclaves vary across the pluton?’ 
• ‘What is the nature of the boundary between the inner and 

outer portions of the Bucks Lake pluton? How is it defined?’
• Having a more clearly defined project from the start will hopefully address 

the students’ concerns about not having ‘found’ anything.
• Future projects will also be planned so that the fieldwork may be carried 

out through hiking rather than at pull-outs on a highway.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the end of this course students should be able to: 
• Thoroughly characterize the mineralogy, textures and structures of a 

rock, using both thin section petrography and hand sample analysis.
• Analyze (using relevant plots) and interpret geochemical data.
• Integrate and interpret a variety of data (lithologic, geochemical, 

petrographic, field, map) to reconstruct the geological history and 
petrogenesis of a region including igneous and/or metamorphic rocks.

STUDENT FEEDBACK
“It was very worthwhile. It was a great learning experience, going through the 
rigors of writing an extensive paper. The concept is great and is very useful in 
future classes/work.”

“I think it was a good introduction into conducting research and writing about 
it. I think it's particularly good if you've never really done something like that 
before, and it's good practice either way.”

“I learned a lot from the project, and can continue to apply its concepts. 
Thank you!”

“I liked that everyone had their own sample and could compare but do their 
own work. Making a poster was also nice, because posters are pretty 
important later on, and it was a low stress introduction to them. I also liked 
that we presented the poster.”

Week Activity
1 Lecture on Geologic History of northern California

Hand out summary of project

3 Field trip and sample collection

6 Due: Introduction and Geology/Background section drafts

7 Due: Lithologic descriptions

9 Due: Thin Section descriptions

12 Lab (3 hours) on introduction to GCDKit and how to examine 
geochemical data

13 Due: Results section

13 Lab (3 hours) on interpretation of geochemical data and on planning 
of a group research poster.

15 Presentation of group research poster at college-wide research poster 
symposium

15 Due: Final paper

Figure 1: GEOS 402/403 students with their winning poster.

Figure 2: Geologic map of the Chico quadrangle. Scale: 1:250,000. Adapted from Saucedo & Wagner, 1992 

Table 1: Schedule of activities for the GEOS 402/403 project in Spring 2016

Figure 3: The poster produced by the students of GEOS 402/403
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